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What we learn from our failed predictions is never enough to stop

us from making others. So I suggest that Roy Jenkins’ biography of

Winston Churchill will become the standard work for the lay reader,

leaving the multi-volume works and their associated documenta-

tion for the devoted pizzicato attention of future scholars. Readable

as Winston’s own six-volume account of World War Two is, he

admitted that it was ‘not history, but my own case’. Jenkins’ book 

is both readable and in general historically reliable (though 

Homer can nod, as on page 451, where John Churchill, the original

Marlborough, is credited or debited with ‘the switch of sides from

Charles I to William of Orange’, something which was more justifi-

ably done against James I and VII). Jenkins has held high political

office here and in Europe, and had already gained relevant experi-

ence and shown courage in political biography, most notably in

tackling Gladstone. Though this book is not a work of ponderous

scholarship, the enormous amount of material on Churchill has

been adequately surveyed for the purpose, well referenced, and

sufficiently annotated. Considerable and frequent, but also

cautious, reference is made to Moran’s Winston Churchill: The

struggle for Survival.

To no great surprise, Churchill is well arranged, well balanced,

and well written. A clear and detailed table of Contents sets out the

narrative framework; and the Index is most helpful for retracing

items, and splendidly free of otiose cross-referencing. Discrete items

such as comment on Churchill’s many publications are seamlessly

woven into the text (and how much I agree with the view that 

My Early Life is the best book of the many that Churchill wrote).

As to balance, two examples: though full respect is given to

Churchill’s unique place in our history, hagiography is scorned, and

the brashness of the young man on the political (and financial)

make is clearly described. Again, there is good balance between

‘Life’ and ‘Times’ (wisely omitted from the title). Sufficient general

background is given to set Churchill’s words and actions in context;

but drift towards history which did not concern him is totally

controlled.

In the writing, Jenkins’ Presidency of the European Union may

account for a certain tendency to use French expressions where the

more familiar English would serve as well: for example, villegiature

for a sojourn at Chartwell; and va-et-vient for lack of swift decision.

To cavil at the attempt to diffuse a glow of shared erudition may well

be a petty quibble; and in general I found the writing both clear and

attractive. The temptation to exemplify freely is hard to resist, but it

must be limited to one example. As an Edwardian, Churchill was

both Liberal and liberal; and Jenkins thus defines (page 180) his

social sympathy, which had its limits: ‘…he naturally had a lively

sympathy for the underdog, particularly against the middle-dog,

provided, and it was quite a big proviso, that his own position as a

top-dog was unchallenged.’

And what of Moran, as depicted in this book? Of course Jenkins

is under no obligation to be kind to Presidents of our College; nor

does he exercise such kindness. Trivially, he misclassifies Russell

Brain as a neurological surgeon (page 863) and more seriously

(page 674) he claims that Moran, in discussing Churchill, ‘was so

anxious to give himself a central role that he was not only an indis-

creet but also an unreliable witness of events’. A similar warning,

differently expressed, is given on many of the twenty-odd occasions

on which reference is made to Moran’s diaries or other writings; and

on at least one occasion Moran is described as ‘self-regarding’ – a

weakness to which the generality of our race are somewhat prone.

These opinions may reflect a general unease (which I share) about

doctors who may seek to ride to fame on the backs of their patients.

But they are less than just to Moran. Jenkins’ frequent references go

some way to validate Moran’s own claim that his account of

Churchill’s illnesses would be of help to historians. And Jenkins’

partial derogation of Moran was too narrowly based, to the neglect

of his very substantial contribution to the broadening activity of our

College and the establishment of the NHS (well described in

Richard Lovell’s biography of Moran), neither of which, to be fair,

was any part of Jenkins’ theme, though he mentions (page 852) that

when Churchill succeeded Attlee in 1951 the recently established

National Health Service went ‘unchallenged’.

As a book, Churchill is long, but not tedious. So is Tom Jones, of

which it was said that no-one would wish it a page the shorter.
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David Hay, a retired general practitioner, has written and privately

published a history of over two centuries of London medicine. This

is based on the lives of the 300 or so members of a medical dining

club that is made up at any one time of six physicians, six surgeons,

and six apothecaries, later to be called general practitioners. The

Sydenham Medical Club was founded in 1775, at about the same

time as its sister club, the St Alban’s, and was then called the

Monday Club, meeting at 5.30pm on a Monday for ten months of

the year. It changed its name only in 1912, seemingly as homage to

our famous Fellow and now meets only three times a year, but still

with the same composition of members. Its only possessions are the

records of the meetings and accounts, which are now held at the

Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine and which date from

1796, the first records being said to have been lost to footpads in

Hyde Park! The members met initially in the fashionable Thatched

House Tavern, St James’s, but subsequently in various London

hotels and restaurants, and currently Lettsom House.

Many famous doctors have belonged to the Club and Dr Hay

mentions each one, weaving his characters into the history of the
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